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Our agenda for today

• Welcome and introductions
• Summary of our Hack and Learn event
• Challenges outputs, learnings and ideas for the 

future.
• Feedback from expert panel 
• Q&A
• Social event!

The session is being 
recorded. 

Please post questions in 
the chat throughout.



1. Kick off session: 02 March 2023

HACK HACK HACK -> use your Slack channels.

2. Show and tell session: 16 March 2023

Come and show your results and share your learnings. There will be a virtual social gathering after this 
session, all welcome!

3. INDIGO Peer learning session: April 2023

Presentation of our blog. All invited to contribute ☺

Kick-off Hack, hack, 
hack

Show & 
Tell

Reflections
& Blog

Hack and Learn phases
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Hack and 
Learn 
Spring 
2023

How much 
does it cost?

Understanding 
‘Measurement’ 

in Impact 
Bonds

Rethinking the 
outcome 
metric 

variables
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Our Slack channels



@golaboxford

golab.ox.ac.uk

Challenge#28: 
How much does it cost?

A continuation of 
challenge#24
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Our task: populating the cost 
tabs of our IBD spreadsheet
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Our work plan

Check data 
availability on 
impact bond 

project's costs

Populate the IBD 
spreadsheet

Reflect on 
spreadsheet 

usability, 
challenges around 
cost and next steps
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Findings from stage 1 of our 
challenge

Raw data on costs is 
not widely available 
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Findings from stage 2 of our 
challenge
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Findings from stage 2 of our 
challenge

1. Many things to fix 
on the spreadsheet: 
mainly, dates and 
cost phases and 
classifications
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Findings from stage 2 of our 
challenge

2. Difficult to handle ranges 
and approximate numbers. 
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Findings from stage 2 of our 
challenge

3. How to deal with categories 
that don’t match?

• Search
• Negotiation
• Monitoring
• Enforcement 

(Petersen, 2019)
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Findings from stage 2 of our 
challenge

4. Data Dictionary should 
include a ‘how to 

populate the spreadsheet 
guide’
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Findings from stage 3 of our 
challenge

1. Acknowledging the sensitivity 
of this data, we need to be clear 
about the why and the what for 
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Findings from stage 3 of our 
challenge

2. A good analysis should 
consider costs and other 
important variables.
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Findings from stage 3 of our 
challenge

3. Can we identify potential 
issues with comparability?
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Findings from stage 3 of our 
challenge

4. It is easier to identify 
specific costs when there was a 
contract for these compared to 
when these functions were 
performed in house.
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Findings from stage 3 of our 
challenge

5. Need to be careful when 
extracting data from reports, 
ad those reports were written 
with a specific goal in mind. 
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Findings from stage 3 of our 
challenge

6. Bonus: is it possible to 
compare the cost of SIBs to 
the cost of similar public 
services under a different 
commissioning mechanism?
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Challenge#29

Understanding 
‘Measurement’ in Impact 

Bonds
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Our Objectives for this Challenge

“Measurement” is crucial to the design 
of Impact Bonds

§ Financial Rewards are tied to the achievement 
of envisaged service delivery outcomes

§ Crucial to validate the success of the project 
in improving welfare of the target 
beneficiaries

§ Provide insights into improving project design 
for current (and future) welfare programs

Understand and 
analyse “What” 
measurement 

framework is being 
used in the design / 

contracting of 
impact bonds



v Choice of ‘metric’ to track social outcomes 
Ø How many metrics are being used typically?
Ø Are they essentially measuring outcomes? Or outputs? Or activities? Or combination?

v ‘Evaluation method’ to capture this ‘metric’ at multiple stages (or the 
end) of the project
Ø Are they using more simple and easier to track methods (and therefore inexpensive) like 

administrative data, or 
Ø Do they use relatively more complex & robust (and expensive) methods like experimental/ quasi-

experimental approaches?

v ‘Payment structure’ that is tied to the identified ‘metric’
Ø Is it based on per capita basis (with flexibility provided on targeting a larger beneficiary set), or 
Ø On a binary basis (with emphasis on ensuring a certain minimum performance level for the entire 

population), or 
Ø On a distance travelled basis (emphasizing the incremental changes from the intervention)?
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‘Impact Bond’ Measurement Framework

Note: We focused only on the metrics that triggered payments; and ignored others that may 
have informed the assessment of intervention but weren’t linked to the outcome payments
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How we went about this Challenge?

Step 1: Create 3 new variables to complement the Indigo Dataset
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How we went about this Challenge?

Step 2: Agree on encoding guidelines (after a lot of debate J )

We were able to complete encoding for a sample of 86 bonds across Employment & 
Training (50), Education (19), and Criminal Justice (17)
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How we went about this Challenge?

Step 3: Analyze & explore the variables i.e. measurement framework to come 
up with preliminary insights (with lots of help from Neelima, James & entire 
team 🙏)
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What we found?

• Huge variance in the 
number of metrics 
that are tied to 
outcome payments -
Some use 2 or fewer; 
but many go much 
above 8-10

• The max we found 
was 19 metrics used 
in a bond in 
employment & 
training sector in UK

Number of Metrics used
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What we found?

• Most SIB outcome payers pay 
on based on what the 
intervention delivered.

• Only a few track metrics 
reflecting how the 
intervention was conducted.

• A significant 2/3rds of the 
interventions had at least one 
output metric - Outputs are 
usually in greater control of 
the service provider; 
outcomes can often depend 
on other factors incl. how 
beneficiaries use these 
outputs
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What we found?

• Payment structure 
presents a mixed picture

• Per capita and binary 
methods are used in 
majority of bonds as they 
may be easier to 
implement

• Distance travelled 
methods are also used in 
a quarter of bonds – may 
perhaps overcome the 
incentive issues with 
cherry-picking / parking 
of beneficiaries

DTPC: Distance travelled per capita
DTFP: Distance travelled by the entire beneficiary population
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What we found?

• Nearly a third use 
experimental/quasi-
experimental designs 
(RCTs) – believed to be 
more credible & 
robustness (albeit 
costly)

• Survey is the least used 
method 

• On the other 
hand, nearly half of the 
bonds rely on validated 
administrative data (a 
less costly approach)
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What we found?

• 'Distance travelled for population' is especially dependent on 
RCT/experimental/quasi-experimental evaluation mode.

• 'Per capita’ payment structures do not appear to need 
complicated methods for evaluation.
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What we found?

• Output metrics are simple and payment can be made 
based on administrative data itself.

• For outcome metrics which are complex, administrative 
data might not be trusted as much where experimental
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What we found?
• The Payment structure data as well as evaluation 

mode data was unclear for bonds across multiple 
countries.

• The most unclear data(Aggregate data) of payment 
structure for all the bonds analyzed for a country 
was observed in Japan. However, only one bond was 
available from Japan.

• Whereas the most unclear data(Aggregate data) of 
evaluation mode for all the bonds analyzed for a 
country was observed in South Korea. However, only 
2 bonds were available from South Korea.

• The number of bonds were of considerable size in 
USA, UK, Portugal and Netherlands.

Row Labels % Unclear data for Evaluation mode
Portugal 25.00%
South Korea 50.00%
UK 4.76%
USA 7.69%

Row Labels % Unclear data for Payment structure
Australia 50.00%
Japan 100.00%
Netherlands 11.11%
Portugal 8.33%
UK 9.52%
USA 30.77%
New Zealand 33.33%
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What we learnt in this process

v Better data quality for projects in some countries

v Some geographies using more complicated (perhaps more robust) 
measurement frameworks than others…..

v Difficult to accurately classify output & outcome – depends on the 
theory of change underlying the design of impact bond

v Data on evaluation methods not readily available from the INDIGO 
dataset, often required secondary research and referring to external 
sources
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What we learnt in this process

v Difficult to infer payment structure from the description of the outcome 
metric alone – needs additional references

v Most bonds have a good amount of data available online, but some bonds 
are completely running on paper, with little to no presence online

v No explicit mention of metric category, payment type and evaluation mode 
is available in these online sources; for most cases, it has to be inferred 
which can make the process subjective

v Further sub-categorization of metrics, payment type and evaluation mode 
can be looked into for better understanding of measurement of impact 
bonds
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Next Steps

v Based on our preliminary work, these 3 variables (type of metric, 
payments structure, type of evaluation method) appear to throw 
useful insights for further analysis / research on impact bonds

v While we asked the “what” question in this project, this work can 
be used to inform multiple “why” and “how” questions e.g.

Ø Why is measurement framework of a typical bond in a particular sector / geography 
different from others?

Ø What factors drive the choice of different payment structures? When would the 
parties prefer a binary vs a per capita vs distance travelled payment structure?

Ø Why do we see developing countries often using a more complex (and costly?) 
evaluation structure than some of the bonds in high-income countries?

v Building this project, we can try to ask: Are the metrics, payment 
structures, and evaluation methods befitting to track and manage 
the intended objectives of the development intervention? 
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Thank You for joining and supporting the 
Challenge 29! 

Looking forward to Questions and Feedback !!

priyanshu.gupta@iiml.ac.in
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Challenge#29

Welcome to challenge #29!

Understanding ‘Measurement’ in 
Impact Bonds
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Título da Apresentação
Verdana, bold 32pt/1,0

Subtítulo da Apresentação: Verdana, 16pt/1,0

INDIGO 
Hack and Learn – Show and Tell session

Social impact bonds and outcome metrics
Challenge #30
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The challenge:

How do we adapt the data model
to capture data on

different types
of outcome metrics?
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The challenge:

Sustainment of 
accommodation for 6 months 

with no identified risk of 
homelessness.

Entry into employment 
(includes both full-time or 

part-time).

Beneficiaries take up training 
and/or education opportunities.

Individual
level metrics
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The challenge:

Expansion of the labour 
market (number of companies 
employing participants of the 

programme increases).

Learning Gains. Aggregate 
learning gains for all students 
as measured by test scores 
relative to control group.

System
level metrics
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Results: mapping the relevance

Analysis from 100 contracts: Indigo’s database
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Suggestions:

• Changes in the existing columns:
Standardize the information

Cases with missing data

Inclusion of new options: “system level metrics”

• Add new columns:
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Changes in the existing columns:
Standardize the information: column “Outcome Definition - (Value)”

Formal employment

3 month retention

Learning outcome improvement 1. Learning outcome improvement: 
standard deviation (standard points of variation around the mean) as a 
difference from the comparison group performance. (Directly operating in 
classrooms)

Reduction in Type 2 diabetes cases. The proportion of the cohort that are 
prevented from developing Type 2 diabetes, as determined by periodic
blood glucose tests.

Development of a life project.

Job satisfaction.
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Changes in the existing columns:
Cases with missing data: column “Outcome metric target - (Value)”
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Changes in the existing columns:
Inclusion of new options: “system level metrics”
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Add new columns:

• Inclusion of a column to classify metrics with public available data or 

not.

• If the public information is available, include in another column the 

source of information.

This will provide information of how critical availability of data is 

to that project!
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Thank you!

jorgenri1@insper.edu.br



@golaboxford

golab.ox.ac.uk

Discovering more information about projects using 
Org-id

2023-03-17
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Other data standards may 
have data we are interested in
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Problem

INDIGO 
Project

Open 
Contracting

Process

360 Giving 
Grant

But how do 
we find it?
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The INDIGO Data Model

INDIGO Project INDIGO Organisation

Service Provider

Investor

Funder
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Reuse data about organisations

INDIGO Project 123: 
Project Apollo (Care 

Leavers SIB Sheffield)

INDIGO Organisation 1: 
Sheffield Futures

Service Provider

Service Provider

INDIGO Project 163: 
Futureshapers Sheffield
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There are organisations in 
each data standard

INDIGO 
Project

INDIGO 
Organisation

Open 
Contracting 
Organisation

360 Giving 
Organisation

Can we find 
Sheffield 

Futures in this 
data?

Sheffield Futures
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Are these organisations the 
same?

INDIGO 
Project

INDIGO 
Organisation

Open 
Contracting 
Organisation

360 Giving 
Organisation

Sheffield Futures The Sheffield Future

Sheffield Futures Limited
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This is a real problem

• A recent report by the Centre for Humanitarian Data looked at data 
published using the International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI) data 
standard. In it, they found seven different ways of naming the United 
Nations Refugee Agency:
– UNHCR
– UNHCR/United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
– UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES
– UNO Flüchtlingshilfe
– United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
– United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
– United Nations Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees

https://data.humdata.org/dataset/2048a947-5714-4220-905b-e662cbcd14c8/resource/93a6170c-4b30-4578-9384-ee97e08d206f/download/iati-covid-19-data-final-report.pdf
https://centre.humdata.org/
https://www.unhcr.org/uk/
https://www.unhcr.org/uk/
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Many organisations already 
have ID's from different places
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List-id
GB-COH-02963378
GB-CHC-1044940

So we identify an organisation 
with the list it's on and it's id
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Where do we get list id's from?
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So now organisations in different 
data standards have comparable ID's

INDIGO 
Project

INDIGO 
Organisation

Open 
Contracting 
Organisation

360 Giving 
Organisation

Sheffield Futures
GB-COH-02963378

The Sheffield Future
GB-COH-02963378

Sheffield Futures Limited
GB-COH-02963378
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“
”

But how does having comparable 
organisation ID's across different data 
standards help?

Me

Back to our problem of finding 
data
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Step 1: Add Org-ids to INDIGO 
data
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Step 2: Look for these org-ids 
in other data sets
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Step 3: Get other data and show 
it to editors automatically
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In this hack and learn we

• Added org-id's to some INDIGO organisations as examples.
• Wrote a guide on how to research ID's.
• Feedback improvements we could make to organisation data model.
• Looked at and cleaned up Open Contacting data found in previous hack 

and learns.
• Feedback improvements we could make to project data model for Open 

Contracting data.
• Worked on project to pull together Org-ids from multiple data 

standards. This makes it easy to find links.
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Summary

• Other data standards also have information on organisations and the 
projects they do

• If it was easy to find this information in other data standards it would 
help us find more INDIGO data

• But it's difficult to match organisations in different data standards
• INDIGO and other data standards all use Orgs-ids to identify an 

organisation
• (Org-ids are a list and a id from that list eg GB-COH-XXXXX)
• Let's add Org-id's to INDIGO Organisations
• Let's work on systems to automatically find that extra data and show it 

to editors



Next steps

Our Slack channels will 
remain open for those who 

want to keep working 
and/or keep in touch with 

their team



Next steps

Let’s write a blog ->



Next steps

• Come to our social 
event! (same link, bring 

something INDIGO)

• Next INDIGO peer 
learning session: 

April 2023



Thank you!


